ABC LOGISTICA S.A. DE C.V. is a company constituted according to Mexican laws located at
Circuito Fundadores 14-5. Col. Ciudad Satélite, Naucalpan de Juárez, 53100, Estado de
México, México (from now on will be named “ABC LOGISTICA”) and is committed to
protecting our customers’ right to privacy and ethical treatment of your personal information.
Thereby ABC LOGISTICA presents this Privacy Statement so you are fully aware of our
practices regarding obtaining, using, storing and treating your personal information, in
response to the Federal Law on Protection of Personal Data held by individuals (“Act”).
ABC LOGISTICA is committed to your privacy right as well as the right to informative auto
determination. We strive to comply every moment with the principles adopted for the
treatment of your personal information, such as: legality, consent, information, quality,
purpose, loyalty, proportionality and responsibility.
Personal Data that can be used. Some of the information provided by you voluntarily, through
an email, or filling out our information requests so we can contact you or establish a legal
relationship might be one of the following: Identification information, such as name, personal
address, birth date, CURP, phone number, mobile number, fax, email. School information, such
as: academic career, grade, professional id number, minor. Employment information, such as:
job position, address, email, telephone number, mobile number, fax. Invoice information, such
as: legal company name, address, RFC. Financial information such as: id number of bank
accounts, form of payment, etc.
Use of personal information. The personal information you provide us voluntarily will be used
to contact you. Personal information obtained by ABC LOGISTICA due our legal relations,
whose treatment be necessary for duty compliance, derived from such relations, will be used
only with the following use. To provide information about our products or services.
Communication delivery. Notification of contracted issues. Elaboration and delivery of
estimations. Manage polls, follow up of requests, improvement of our products and services as
well as those included in any modification of the Privacy Notice, which will be available 24/7
for our customers, suppliers, contributors, professionals and in general everyone related in a
legal way with ABC LOGISTICA through the following internet address
http://www.abclogistica.com.mx
Personal information transfer. ABC LOGISTICA will never disclose or share your personal
information with third parties without a previous consent of our customers, suppliers,
contributors, professionals and in general everyone related to ABC LOGISTICA through a legal
relation. Nonetheless ABC LOGISTICA will be allowed to transfer your personal information
whenever this transfer is foreseen in a legal contract in the “ACT” or if it should be requested
by any authority, through a valid legal request that explains the legal reason why this transfer
should be made or for the fulfillment of an administrative procedure, previously agreed.
Security Measures. In response to the “LAW”, “ABC LOGISTICA” has adopted and kept the
sufficient safety, administrative, tech and physical measures needed in order to protect your
personal information against damage, loss, alteration, destruction or the use, access or
non-authorized treatment. But, since clearly internet communications are not entirely safe,

“ABC LOGISTICA” can not guarantee that your personal information will be free of damage,
loss, alteration, destruction or under non-authorized treatment, use or access.
Rights that belong to the personal information’s owner. As the title holder of personal
information, you can exercise the rights ARCO (access, cancellation, rectification and
opposition). You can, as well, revoke, at any time, your given consent for the use and treatment
of your personal information, as well as limit the use or exposure of such information.
If you should want to limit the use or exposure of your personal information, please send your
request according to terms established in the “LAW” to L.C. Angélica Olguín Flores, in charge
of Personal Data Protection for “ABC LOGISTICA” by emailing her at
aolguin@abclogistica.com.mx or through a written request sent to Circuito Fundadores 14 - 5,
Col. Ciudad Satélite, Naucalpan de Juárez, 53100, Estado de México, México, teléfono 01 (55)
30035732.
Changes to Privacy Notice. If there should exist partial or total changes to this Privacy Notice,
latest version will be updated in our website http://www.abclogistica.com.mx
Contact. If you should have any doubts or comments regarding this Privacy Notice, please feel
free to contact L.C. Angélica Olguín, in charge of Personal Data Protection for “ABC
LOGISTICA” by emailing her at aolguin@abclogistica.com.mx or through a written request sent
to Circuito Fundadores 14 - 5, Col. Ciudad Satélite, Naucalpan de Juárez, 53100, Estado de
México, México, Phone: 01 (55) 30035732.
If your request to exercise your ARCO rights should be ignored or denied you may present a
complaint to the Instituto Federal de Acceso a la Información y Protección de Datos and
request your rights to be protected in the time frame set by “LAW”.
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